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Abstract
Text from social media is significant key
information to understand social movement. However, the length of the social
media text is typically short and concise
with a lot of absent words. Our task is to
identify the proper keyword representing
the message content that we are accounting for. Instead of training the model for
keyword extraction directly from the
Twitter messages, we propose a new
method to fine-tune the model trained
from some known documents containing
richer context information. We conducted
the experiment on Twitter messages and
expressed in word cloud timeline. It
shows a promising result.
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Introduction

Social media is a massive communication data
for understanding the social behavior as well as
sensing network is a massive monitoring data for
observing the global environment (Gundecha and
Liu, 2012). Both are the generated data that reflecting the real-time current situation of society
and environment. In the rapid change of the current world, it is necessary to understand the
situation and make a suitable response timely.
The effect of happening or disaster nowadays has
a trend to cause tremendous and pervasive damages. Since Great Hanshin earthquake in 1995,
Indian Ocean earthquake and tsunami in 2004,
Illinois hurricane Katrina in 2005, Arab spring a
series of anti-government protests in 2011 uprising in Tunisia spread out to Yemen, Egypt,
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Syria, Libya and most of Arab countries, Tohoku
earthquake and tsunami in 2011, Occupy Wall
Street in 2011, until the recent Thailand coup
d’etat in 2014, it is wondered whether we can
learn something about these historical events.
Focusing on social happenings, it is efficient
enough to collect the social media data from the
widely used social media applications such as
Facebook, Twitter, Whatsapp, Line, or WeChat.
Social media are actively used in most of the recent cases (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010). If we
ever view them in a proper dimension it is no
doubt that we can somehow forecast, prevent,
avoid the happenings by warning or influencing
the communities to relief the disaster or the undesirable social situation development. In reality,
social media data are vast, noisy, distributed,
unstructured, and dynamic.
To study the evolution of social behavior on a
happening, we analyze the time series of tweets
related to the topic of the recent Thailand coup
d’etat in 2014. In the 2013 survey, there are 12
million twitter users in Thailand with 200,000
active users/day. This means that if we can
screen for the related tweets we can observe the
movement of the community tie-up.
In our experiment, we estimate the topic related
keywords from the target document that we can
simply collected from the Internet news. Tweet is
a short 140-character text, which is more likely
to be a conversational text comparing to the written document, which is a kind of political news
or review. There is a difference in the extracted
keyword. We therefore apply a technique in
GETA (Generic Engine for Transposable Association) called WAM (Word Article Matrix) to
expand the set of keyword reflecting the nature
of the text from Twitter (Murakami et al., 2004).

The transition of word cloud in a time series
can express the social interest at the moment.
From the set of related tweets, we extract keywords and express them in a word cloud manner.
We then put the word cloud on the time series to
create a word cloud timeline. Word cloud (Trant
and Wyman, 2006; Kipp and Campbell, 2006) at
each moment expresses the social interest, which
significantly changes at the time of happening.
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Word Article Matrix (WAM)

Word Article Matrix (WAM) is the proposed
data structure adopted in GETA (Generic Engine
for Transposable Association). It models a large
matrix as shown in Table 1 in which rows are
indexed by names of documents (articles) and
columns are indexed by words. The documents
and words are represented in the form of vector.
The values in each row show the occurrence of
words in the document, which is the vector of
words to represent a document.
intel tennis macbook
life
0
4
2
education
1
2
0
technology
4
0
2
Table 1: A sample of WAM

google
0
2
2

Assuming that there is a query: “Intel launches
Core M for new MacBook Air”. This query is
converted into a model of word vector shown in
Table 2.

query

intel tennis macbook
1
0
1
Table 2: A sample of a query

google
0

To acquire a document, an operation in GETA
is prepared to find the similarity between the
query and the document in the WAM.
result
life
2
education
1
technology
6
Table 3: Result of operation
The result of operation shows that the query is
more likely to be for the document of technology, which obtains the highest score of 6. In this
case, cosine similarity is adopted to measure the
similarity between two vectors of an inner product space.

2.1

Generating Initial WAM

Our task is to generate a WAM for using in classifying social media texts. Twitter search API is
the interface to collect the related social media
text. To acquire tweets, we have to set up a set of
keywords and call through the Twitter search
API, which has a limitation of 100 tweets per
query and possible for seven days search back.
Therefore, it is possible to generate the WAM
from the random set of tweets.
Instead, we generate the WAM from the
known classes of the online news document. Table 4 is the component of document collected
from the online news.
Number of document
life
9585
education
4836
technology
2648
Table 4: Online news document
Since we are studying the social media written
in Thai text, we need a word segmentation tool to
determine the word boundary. And then TF/IDF
approach is introduced to sort up the keywords
for each domain. After excluding the stop words,
the WAM is generated by associating the value
of the term frequency to make the matrix ready
for estimating the text similarity.
2.2

Modified WAM for Social Media Text
Classification

The initial WAM (i-WAM) is generated from
online news document. It cannot precisely reflect
the context of social media text such as tweets
from Twitter. The words and the value of
TF/IDF of the words from social media text can
be different from the ones from general text.
Figure 1 shows how to modify i-WAM for social
media text classification.

Figure 1: Generating m-WAM
In the initial step, we use the list of word from
the i-WAM to collect the tweets by expecting the
tweets of the domain in question i.e. life, education, and technology. The additional training set
for tuning the i-WAM is then generated from the
tweets manually. Additional terms are selected
according to their TF/IDF value. In merging
process into the i-WAM, for the existing words
in the i-WAM, the additional count is added to
recomputed for the term frequency. For the
newly found words, the term frequency among
the tweets are computed and added into the iWAM.
As a result, the modified WAM (m-WAM) to
fit the social media text can be generated.
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Experiment Results

The i-WAM is generated from the online news
text elaborated in Table 4. Part of the i-WAM is
shown in Table 5.

life
education
technology

อิเทล

ศัลยกรรม

เมตตา

คลาวด์

‘intel’

‘surgery’

‘mercy’

‘cloud’

0.052
0.205
0.160
0
0.025
0.036
0.103
0
0
Table 5: A part of i-WAM

0.168
0
0.230

Coverage of the category of life is so wide,
most of the terms even assigned by TF/IDF can
occur in the category of life. However, education
and technology still persist their specific domain
of terms. Therefore, there are some difficulties in
determining the category of terms when they
share their occurrence in the category of life.
อิเทล

ศัลยกรรม

เมตตา

คลาวด์

‘intel’

‘surgery’

‘mercy’

‘cloud’

life
0.026
0.275
0.268
education
0
0.013
0.018
technology 0.164
0
0
Table 6: A part of m-WAM

0.177
0
0.281

อิเทล

ศัลยกรรม

เมตตา

คลาวด์

‘intel’

‘surgery’

‘mercy’

‘cloud’

life
0.013
0.255
0.241
education
0
0.009
0.011
technology 0.107
0
0
Table 7: A part of m-WAM2

0.174
0
0.238

Tables 6 and 7 shows a part of m-WAM and
m-WAM2 which are modified according the re-

lated tweets. In the modified WAM, the values of
term frequency are much more confirmed to the
terms extracted from the related tweets. In addition, some new terms are also added because
they occur very frequent in Twitter rather than
the online news document for example more
variation of abbreviation, and trendy terms.
Tables 8, 9, and 10 show the precision, recall,
and f-measure of the result of cosine similarity
from different criteria as listed below.
i-WAM: initial WAM
m-WAM: modified WAM based on i-WAM
m-WAM2: modified WAM based on m-WAM
text1: tweets collected by terms from i-WAM
text2: tweets collected by terms from m-WAM
‘i-WAM on text1’: classified on text1 by iWAM
‘m-WAM on text1’: classified on text1 by mWAM
‘m-WAM on text2’: classified on text2 by mWAM
‘m-WAM2 on text2’: classified on text2 by mWAM2
Precision is improved when using m-WAM
especially in case of life (83.69% to 83.85%) and
technology (38.92% to 39.07%), but not the case
of education. However, the recall of education is
improved when using m-WAM to classify the
text1 (96.83% to 100.00%).
Precision and recall are also improved when
using m-WAM to acquire the text from Twitter
especially in case of life (83.85% to 99.93%) but
not in all cases.
i-WAM
on text1
m-WAM
on text1
m-WAM
on text2
m-WAM2
on text2

life
83.69%

education
22.18%

technology
38.92%

83.85%

20.90%

39.07%

99.93%

17.75%

27.86%

99.58%

17.59%

28.44%

Table 8: Precision
i-WAM
on text1
m-WAM
on text1
m-WAM

life
90.12%

education
96.83%

technology
98.94%

89.62%

100.00%

98.86%

84.09%

94.91%

95.84%

on text2
m-WAM2
on text2

90.69%

90.74%

94.46%

Table 9: Recall
i-WAM
on text1
m-WAM
on text1
m-WAM
on text2
m-WAM2
on text2

life
86.79%

education
36.09%

technology
55.79%

86.64%

34.57%

56.01%

91.33%

29.91%

43.17%

94.93%

29.47%

43.72%

Table 10: F-Measure
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Word Cloud Timeline

To understand the social movement by observing
the messages from social media can be considered as an efficient method. This is because the
social opinions to the current topic are posted in
almost real-time. With the real-time social media
classification based on the cosine similarity
WAM, we can extract the keywords from the
classified tweets according to the domain in
question. Then tracking the occurrence of the
keywords from time to time, we can visualize the
movement of the social opinion to a certain
topic.
We conducted the experiment on the topic of
Thailand coup d’etat in May 22, 2014. We acquired the related tweets using the keywords
from WAM and then classified the tweets to the
topic in question. As a result, 339,148 tweets
centering on the date of coup d’etat on May 22,
2014 are collected. Figure 2 shows the procedure
in extracting keywords from related tweets to
represent in word cloud manner.

Figure 2: Keyword extraction from related tweets

The frequency of the keywords in the related
tweets were counted from time to time and then
visualized in the terms of word cloud on hourly
basis.
Figure 3 shows a significant expression of the
keywords related to the context of coup d’etat.
The keywords are growing to the peek time of
the announcement and then keep stable for some
hours. This means that the people on the social
network were already aware of the coup d’etat.
Investigating the happening that the National
Peace Keeping Committee seized power on May
22, 2014 at 4.30 p.m., Figure 3 shows the transition of word cloud around the target time. Significantly the word “coup d’etat” occur in every
hour as the most focusing topic. Shortly before
the moment of the announcement of seizing the
power by the military, it is obvious that the Twitter community is already alert to the possibility
of coup d’etat. The density of the keyword increases significantly along the climax moment.
The word cloud timeline explicitly shows the
critical change point of the happening. Strategic
planning can be considered to handle the happening by observing the effectiveness of timeline of
the word cloud.
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Conclusion

WAM together with cosine similarity measure is
an effective way to classify the texts. And the
initial WAM can be generated from any available classified documents. The modification of
WAM for short texts such as the texts from social media i.e. Twitter can be conducted through
the extracted terms from the related tweets. Word
cloud timeline is also an effective instrument to
monitor the social behavior since the community
tie-up of the social media users is reliable. The
word cloud timeline can be generated from the
terms extracted from the related tweets. In the
modern Internet use, the growth of social media
as well as the sensing network is not ignorable.
Understanding the movement of the interest in
the social media community can be beneficial in
the process of strategic planning or decisionmaking. In coming future, spatial-temporal information can be inclusively considered to create
a wider dimension in monitoring the movement
and the happening can be understood in a more
precise manner.
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Figure 3: Word cloud timeline hourly covering the announcement of coup d’etat in Thailand on May
22, 2014

